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Address GSS Gebäude-Solarsysteme GmbH 
Windmühlenstraße 2 
04626 Löbichau

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Center focuses on manufacturing, i.e. actual production of photovoltaic modules in the first place. It also handles related trading operations for
distribution within Germany and Europe - for special-purpose modules on a global scale.

Customers may choose from a great variety of design & performance criteria:

different PV module types (glass-foil module, foil-foil module, glass-glass module, PV-insulation-glass module),
different geometrical shapes (rectangle, square, triangle, trapezoid, etc.)
different color of glass-foil laminates on back walls (white, anthracite, blue, translucent, transparent white, etc.),
different types of solar cells (monocrystalline, polycristalline and amorphous solar cells),
different custom- or project-adapted applications (facade, roof, overhead area),
photovoltaic modules in laminate design style or with framing around (included colored frame on special request),
as ”Original Equipment Manufacturer“ (OEM) module.
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